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Introduction
For USB type C the USB-PD (power delivery) specification is a rather new and powerful extension.
The benefits of USB-C are not only the small and reversible connector, but also the wide range of
connections that can be substituted by USB-C. Not only USB 2 and USB 3 can be used, but also
DisplayPort, Thunderbold or PCIe. Together with USB-PD a total power of 100 W can also be
transferred. This makes it a good interface for smartphones, Laptop PCs and in addition for cameras
and industrial PCs.
To achieve the high power levels, USB-C PD supports multiple voltage levels. Beside the well-known
standard from legacy USB ports of 5 V any voltage up to 20 V is supported. With USB-PD PPS
(Programmable Power Supply) the output voltage of a source can be programmed by the connected
sink in 20 mV steps. This enables simplification and heat reduction in the connected sink.
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Implementation
This document describes the steps that are necessary to implement a USB-PD source with four
different voltage levels using TPS65987D as PD controller and TPS55288 as buck-/boost converter.
When implementing a USB-PD source as part of a system, the problem of the right power supply
comes up. When the typical voltage levels of 5 V, 9 V, 15 V and 20 V should be supported and a wide
input voltage range is needed a buck/boost topology is a good choice to go in that case. To switch the
output voltage of any converter different methods can be used. Simple adjustable regulators allow
changing the feedback network or injecting a voltage there. Other devices have a communication
interface like I2C that allows changing the feedback ratio or the reference voltage to change the output
voltage.
Regulators with an internal feedback, that use a resistor for setting the voltage often sample the
resistance value only once at power up and cannot be used as there is no way to change the voltage
during runtime.
The TPS55288 used here has an I2C interface that allows changing the feedback divider or the
reference voltage.
Before explaining the commands that have to be sent to the TPS55288, let’s have a closer look at the
USB-PD TPS65987D and USB-C.
As mentioned before USB-C PD can support multiple voltages and has a reversible connector. So it is
necessary to have some mechanism for negotiating the voltage and detect how it got connected, so
the signal can be multiplexed the right way.
Therefore the CC-line (communication channel) is introduced. This line is present two times as CC1
and CC2. These two signals are physically located on the connector in a way so reversing the
connector will lead in reversing the CC lines. In normal case, CC1 will connect to CC1 and same with
CC2. When connected in reverse, CC1 will connect to CC2 and vice versa.
The USB PD controller detects this and can report this. But on these CC-lines also the negotiation
about the power takes place.
When connecting a device a VBus voltage of 5 V gets supplied before any communication takes place
over the CC-line. The source then advertises its capabilities (Source PDOs: Power Delivery Objects)
and the sink selects one and requests it. When the voltage level is negotiated, the source switches the
voltage to the selected level.
The TPS65987D needs a way to signal to a voltage regulator the voltage level that has been
negotiated. The successful negotiation creates an internal event, which can be used to trigger actions.
These actions can for example be used to set GPIOs or send I2C messages.

2.1

GPIOs for setting voltage
One way to implement this is to map the events for the source PDOs to GPIOs that interact with the
voltage regulator. An example implementation of this is done on the TPS65987D evaluation module.
Therefore it is not described further here.

2.2

I2C for setting voltage
Another way is setting the configuration through I2C. The TPS65987D can act as I2C master and send out
messages at certain events. When using the “Application Customization Tool” there are several steps
necessary to set this up.
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Figure 1. Enable I2C Master
First it is necessary to enable one of the I2C ports as master. This is done through the “Global System
Configuration” by enabling “I2C1 Enable as Master”. In Figure 1 it is shown how this can be done in the
customization tool, when using I2C1 for communication with a voltage regulator.
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Figure 2. Configure I2C Address
Next necessary step is as shown in Figure 2 to configure the address of the connected slave for the I2C
port by setting this in “I2C Master Configuration”. Here for the first I2C slave it has to be configured to use
I2C1 and the address of the connected regulator, in this case 0x74.
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Figure 3. Configure Binary Indices
In the “App Config Binary Data Indices” shown in Figure 3 it is needed to set the “Port 1 I2C Record Start
Index” to the first index used (here it is one) and the “Number of Indices” to the amount of configured I2C
messages. Make sure to set useful and correct values here, otherwise it might not work as expected.
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Figure 4. Configuring I2C Master Events
With this the data that has to been sent out can be configured in the “I2C Master Events” tab, this tab is
accessible from Settings -> Show I2C Master Events Table. In Figure 4 this screen is shown, make sure
to start with index one and set the right data length and address. The TPS55288 needs some initial
configuration after power up. It is possible to use the “Power On Reset” event for initial configuration of the
buck-/boost regulator. If multiple messages have to be sent out, simply use several indices with the same
event. The messages will then be sent out one after another. The first configuration is shown in the
screenshot above, the others have to be added in similar manner in the next indeces.
For the TPS55288 three messages are defined with the “Power On Reset” event:
• Setting VRef to 0.282 mV for 5 V output, Data 0xd200 with a length of 3
• Selecting the divider 0.0564, Data 0x0304, Length 2
• Enabling the output, Data 0xa006, Length 2
This will make sure that the TPS55288 always starts up with 5 V at the output. Next step is to configure
the different voltages. The supported voltages that are advertised are configured in “Transmit Source
Capabilities” and will trigger a “Source PDO x Negotiated” event.
These events have to be configured in the “I2C Master Events”. In this example the VRef is changed
according to the selected PDO:
• Source PDO 1 (Set to 5 V): Data 0xd200, Length 3
• Source PDO 2 (9 V): Data 0x19a00, Length 3
• Source PDO 3 (15 V): Data 0x2c500, Length 3
• Source PDO 4 (20 V): Data 0x3bf00, Length 3
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With this configured, the TPS65987D will change the output voltage as negotiated when connecting a
power sink. In addition to that, one more event should be configured to make sure, that the voltage will be
at 5 V in the beginning. Therefore the detach event should send the same data as the PDO 1 event.
Otherwise the output of the TPS55288 might be at higher voltage when connecting a sink.

3

Test Results
The overall test setup consisting of the TPS55288 and the TPS65987D EVM is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Block Diagram
This setup allows easy evaluation of this combination.

Figure 6. Startup behavior
In Figure 6 is shown how the system behaves when a device gets connected. It can be seen before a
device is connected, the VBus line is unpowered. With a first reaction on the CC line, the voltage on VBus
gets enabled but is still at 5 V. During the voltage is at 5 V, communication on the CC line happens. After
this exchange about capabilities and negotiating PDO 4 with 20 V, the TPS65987D sends out the
configured message to switch the voltage to 20 V. It can be seen that the VBus voltage increases to 20 V.
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